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STUDIES IN THE SYSTEM IRON OXIDE-
TITANIUI{ OXIDE"

J. B. I{ecCuesNrvt axn Anxur-l N{uew, The Pennsylvania State
LI ni.aer sity, LI ni,aer sity P ar h, P ennsylaania

Assrnecr

Phase equilibria in the syiem iron oxide-TiOz in air have been investigated at tempera-
tures extending from the liquidus to slightly below the solidus. Stability relations among
the phases spinel solid solution (FeO'FezOr2FeO'TiO), hematite solid solution (Fe:Or

FeO.TiOz), pseudobrookite solid solution (Feror.TiOr-FeO.2TiOt, rutile solid solution,
liquid and gas are illustrated in at apparently binzry diagram obtained by projecting
ternary phase relations in the system FeO-Fe:OrTiOz into the the join FeO'FezOrTiO:.

INrnooucrroN

Titanium is relatively abundant in the earlh's crust; igneous rocks con-
tain an average of approximately 0.64 wt.l6 of. this element. The most
important t itanium minerals are i lmenite (FeO.TiOr), t itaniferous mag-
net i te  (FeO.Fe:Or-2FeO.TiOr) ,  rut i le  (T iOz)  and sphene (CaO'TiO:
' SiOz). A great deai of interest has been shown in these lately, especially
in i lmenite and the titaniferous magnetites, because of their relation to
rock magnetism and their possible use in petrogenesis and geothermom-
etry. These minerals wil l be important indicators of the environment at
time of their formation as the very complicated phase relations in the
system FeO-Fe2O3-TiOz become better understood. Studies of this system
will be most useful when completed for an extensive range of both tem-
perature and Oz partial pressure. In the present investigation a start on
the broad study has been made by examining equil ibrium relations in a
region of relatively high temperature and ()2 partial pressure.

In previous papers emanating from this laboratory (I,{uan, 1955, 1958;
IIuan and Osborn, 1956) the special diff icult ies involved in studying
high temperature phase equil ibria in iron oxide containing systems have
been pointed out. In all systems we have studied and described previ-
ously, iron was the only element present whose oxidation state was varia-
ble, while the others were noble gas type elements with constant oxidation
state such as Sia+, Al3+ and NIge+. In the case of the iron oxide-TiOz
system, additional complications may arise because Ti also exists in
different states of oxidation, viz. Tia+, Ti3+, Ti2 F, and TiO. When attempt-
ing to study this system experimentally one should therefore keep the
possibil i ty in mind that Ti as well as Fe may undergo changes in oxida-
tion states unless proper precautions are taken.

* Contribution No. 58-39 from College of Mineral Industries, The Pennsylvania State
University, University Park, Pennsylvania.

t Present address: Bell Telephone Laboratories, Murray Hill, N. J.
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Frc. 1. Diagram showing standard free energy of formation of oxides of Fe and Ti as a

function of temperature (solicl lines). The curves have been constructed from thermo-

dynamic data tabuiated by Coughlin (1954). Dash curves indicate various ievels of O:

partial pressures as labeled in the diagram (0.21, 10 u, 10-'0, 10 15, 10-20 atm.).

In orcler to evaluate the relative stabil it ies of the various oxidation

states of 'I i  ancl Fe it is inslructive to examine a diagram showing stand-

ard free energies of formation of the various oxides of these elements as

a function of temperature. Such a diagram is shown in Fig. 1, which has

been constructed on the basis of data tabulated by Coughlin (195a). The
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crystall ine phases represented in the case of iron are Fe2O3 (hematite),
FeO.FezOa (magnetite), "FeO" (wiistite) and Fe (metall ic iron), while
the crystall ine phases encountered in the case of t itanium are TiOz
(ruti le), Ti3O5, Ti2O3, TiO and Ti (metali ic t itanium). The AF" values for
these reactions as labeled on the curves in the diagram all refer to 1 mol
cf oxygen. Hence the AFo values are related to the partial pressure of Oz
of the gas phase in equil ibrium with condensed phases through the simple
relation AF': -RZ lnK: RT ln pctz. Curves representing constant O:
pressures of 0.21 (air) , 10-5, 1010, 10-15 and 10-20 atm. are plotted as dash
lines in Fig. 1. It is evident that the oxides of t itanium are much more
stable than those of iron. In the case of the pure substances, the lowest
oxide of iron, "FeO," can be reduced to metall ic iron at 02 pressures which
are sti l l  high enough to prevent the structure of the highest oxide of
titanium, TiOz from decomposing to the structure of the next lower oxide,
TisO5,. In a l iquid phase the restrictions on the valence states of the ions
imposed  by  s t ruc tu ra l  r equ i remen ls  a re  no t  c r i t i ca l ,  and  con l i nuous  va r i -
ations in the ratios of ions of different valences are possible. Hence the
solid l ines in the diagram of Fig. 1, pertaining to heterogeneous equil ibria,
would not be present in the case of a homogeneous liquid phase. The com.
position of the l iquid, expressed in terms of Fe3+/Fe2+ and T'i4+/Ti2-*
ratios, would vary continuously as a function of temperature and 02
partial pressure. Because of the much greater stabil ity of the higher
valence states of t itanium than of iron, AFo for the reaction.

2 Fe3+1;,. f Ti '+1n : 2 Fe2+riq. * Tia+rin

would be strongly negative. From the relationship LF" -- - RT ln K, it is
seen that K would be numerically very large and hence Tia+/Ti2r very
much higher than Fesr/Fe2+. It is therefore to be expected that in a l iquid
made up from the oxides of Litanium and iron the titanium will remain
essentially as Tia+ unless the Fe3+/Fe2+ ratio is very low. Hence, only if
extremely reducing conditions are imposed on the system in an attempt
to obtain essentially all iron in the ferrous state is there seemingly any
danger of reducing titanium to any appreciable extent to lower oxidation
states than Tia+.

With the above considerations in mind we have chosen to start our
study of iron oxide-titanium oxide equil ibria by investigating the system
in air (16r:0.21 atm.). In choosing to work at a constant 02 pressure of
this level we are studying a section through the system Fe-FezOe-TiOz,
which is part of the ternary system Fe-Ti-O. n,Iethods for describing
phase equil ibria along an Or isobaric section through this system are anal-

+ Tia+ and Tiz+ are chosen as extreme valences of titanium in oxide phases. This choice
does not rule out the possible existence of intermediate valence states such as Ti3+; the
latter corresponds formally to a mixture of Tia+ and Ti2+ in the ratio 1:1.
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ogous to those described for a iarge number of iron sil icate systems'
nolably FeO-FezOs-SiOz (Nfuan, 1955). The most convenient presenta-

tion of phase relations is obtained by projecting the 0.21 atm. Oz isobaric

section into the join FeO.FezOe-TiOz. The diagram thus obtained has

the appearance of a binary system, but the diagram can be used and

interpreted correctly only if due consideration is given to its relation to

the ternary system.

Pnnvrous Wonx

Several phase equil ibrium studies in the pure iron oxide and pure titan-
ium oxide systems have been reported in the l iterature. The most com-
plete discussion of phase relations in the system Fe-O is found in the
papers by Darken and Gurry in 1945 and 1946. A diagram summarizing
some of their data which are particularly pertinent to our problem has

been presented more recently by l l luan (1958) . The Ti-O system has at-

tracted considerable interest in recent years. Andersson et al. (1957)

are making very comprehensive studies of the phases present in this sys-

tem. The data obtained by that group wil l serve to refine the approxi-
mate diagram for Ti-O inferred by DeVries and Roy (1954) on the basis

of scattered data available in the l iterature.
Some of the general features of the ternary system FeO-FezOrTiOz are

fairly well established. Three solid solution series are known to exist in

the system: the cubic magnetite-ulvospincl (FeO Fezor-2FeO TiO2), the

hexagonal hematite-i lmenite (Fezos-FeO TiOz) , and the orthorhombic
pseudobrookite (FezO:].TiOrFeO'2TiOt. In the first of these, magnetite-

ulvospinel, a continuous solid solution exists at high temperatures, with

exsolution taking place below 600' C. (Kawai, Kume, Sasajima, 1954;

Vincent and Wright, 1957). The continuity of the hematite-i lmenite

solid solutions seems to be in some doubt. Ramdohr (1926, 1950, 1953)

reported that hematite and ilmenite form a continuous solid solution

series above 600o C., while Pouil lard (1950) found that two solid solution
phases existed together in equil ibrium at 950o C. These were described as
(Fe1-r2+Fe2rs+Tir-rn+) Oa with y: 1/3 and (Fez-2,3+Fe,:+11"a*, 03 with r
--lf 3, corresponding to a miscibil i ty gap extending from approximately

33 to 67 molf6. Nicholls (1955) in a recent review states that it is well

known from the work of Ramdohr (1926), as well as Posnjak and Barth
(1934), that complete solid solubil it.y exists between ilmenite and hema-

tite above 1050" C. The value of 1050" C. apparently is confirmed by the

work of Basta (1953) who showed the miscibil i ty gap to be absent at this

temperalure.
The most recent and most comprehensive work on the pseudobrookite

solid solution series is that of Akimoto and Nagata (1957). On the basis of

sealed tube runs they reported a complete solid solution series between
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FezOr.TiOr and FeO'2TiOz at  120O" C.  Poui l lard (1950),  however,  in  h is
investigation of the system by a similar method could find no pseudo-
brookite among the phases appearing at 950" C. Ramdohr (1950) re-
ported that pseudobrookite grows at the expense of hematite-i lmenite
solid solution at 1100o C., and Basta (1953) found that pseudobrookite
appears as a new phase in magnetite-i lmenite intergrowths above 950' C.
On the basis of these reports it seems reasonable to conclude that a lower
temperature l imit exists for the stabil ity of pseudobrookite.

Another interesting feature of phase relations in the FeO-FezOa-TiOz
system is the mutual solubil ity of i lmenite and magnetite solid solutions,
which is thought to give rise to the intergrowths of magnetite-ulvospinel
and ilmenite found in certain mineral deposits. The best evidence for the
existence of this solid solution is afiorded by Chevall ier and Gerard (1950)
who succeeded in producing a cubic solid solution crystal whose composi-
tion can be calculated as conterining3T mol/6 i lmenite. This is regarded
by Nicholls (1955) as a solid solution not between the cubic and rhombo-
hedral phases but between magnetite and metastable 'y-FeTiOa.

Reports on studies of phase relations close to the join FeaOr-TiOz in
the system FeO-FezOa-TiOz have appeared sporadically in the literature
during the past 20 years. Junker (1936) made exploratory runs in air at
Iiquidus temperatures with mixtures containing from 0 to 60 Wt./6 iron
oxide. He concluded tentatively that a "eutectic" exists at about 50
wt./6 TiOl Ernst (1943) expanded the work, making runs in sealed tubes
as well as in air. He identified the primary phase on the iron oxide side of
the "eutectic" as pseudobrookite, which he believed to be stable at its
melting point (approximately 1500' C.) and which he thought possessed
considerable solubil ity for TiOz and limited solubil ity for FeO. Ernst also
found evidence for the existence of a second "eutectic" between ilmenite-
hematite solid solutions and pseudobrookite.

ExpnnrlrnNrar Meruor

General Proced.ure

The quenching technique was used in this study. Preheated mixtures
of iron oxide and titanium oxide were held in platinum containers in air at
constaht temperature for a period of time sufficient to ensure equilibrium
among gas, Iiquid and crystalline phases. These samples were then
quenched rapidly to room temperature and the phases identif ied by mi-
croscopic and r-ray techniques. Compositions of liquids at liquidus tem-
peratures were determined by chemical analysis of quenched samples.

Materials

Starting materials were reagent grade oxides ("Baker Analyzed").
After drying at 400o C for 18 hrs. the oxides were mixed in desired pro-
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portions, ground under alcohol and fired to melting in a gas-air combus-

tion furnace. These samples served as starting materials for runs of long

d.uration for determination of subsolidus equilibria in the quench fur-

nace, and occasionally also for quench runs in the l iquidus temperature

region. In most cases, however, samples from the gas-air furnace were

heated in air at temperatures slightly above the expected l iquidus tem-

perature prior to determination of liquidus temperatures. This pretreat-

ment of the mixtures ensured a close approach to the equilibrium EezOzf

FeO ratios of the samples and decreased the time necessary for equil ibra-

tion runs in the quench furnace.
Platinum crucibles saturated with iron were used to contain the mix-

tures during prefiring in the gas-air furnace, and small envelopes made

from thin platinum foii served as containers for samples during the

quench runs. The use of platinum as material for containing iron oxide

bearing samples does not cause any complications in studies carried out

at relatively high levels of 02 partial pressures, such as that of ait (Po,

:0.21 atm.) used in the present investigation. For a more detailed dis-

cussion of this problem the reader is referred to a previous paper from

this  laboratory (Muan,  1957).

Furnaces and, Temperature Conlrol

The quenching experiments were carried out in vertical tube furnaces

wound with platinum or platinum 20/s rhodium resistance wire. Tem-

peratures were measured before and after each run with a platinum:

platinum-100/6 rhodium thermocouple calibrated at frequent intervals

against standards with melting points defined as follows: Ca\'IgSi2O6,

1391.5'; CaSiO3, 1544' C. The temperatures given on this basis are in ac-

cordance both with the Geophysical Laboratory scale and with the 1948

International Scale (Corruccini, 1949; Sosman, 1952). Furnace tem-

peratures were controlled by a second thermocouple inserted close to the

heating element and connected through compensating lead wires to a

Celetray controller.

Eramination of Quenched. Samples

Microscopic and r-ray methods were used for identification of phases

present in the quenched samples. Examination of polished sections in re-

flected light was found more informative than examination in transmitted

light under the petrographic microscope because of the opacity of most

phases. The r-ray technique was used for determination of compositions

of solid solution crystals, but could not be used as a tool for determina-

tion of liquidus temperatures because the liquids were exceedingly fluid

and gave rise to formation of dendrit ic crystals even during the fastest

quenching of the samples in mercury.
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Divalent iron contents of samples quenched from liquidus tempera-
tures were determined by wet chemical analysis. The samples were
crushed in a Plattner mortar to pass a 100 mesh screen, after which
0.1-0.2 g. were heated to boil ing in 20 ml. 1:3 HzSO+ in a covered
platinum crucible. When steam evolved, 5 ml. Hl- was added and the
solution was allowed to boil for 5 10 minutes. The crucible was then
plunged into a 600 ml beaker containing 5 vo1./6 HzSO+ saturated with
boric acid, and the solution was titrated with 0.05 n Kl.l inOa. No anal-
ysis for total iron oxide content was carried out. Previous experience
from similar studies in our laboratories (l{uan and Gee, 1956; l\ '{uan,
1957; Phil l ips and Muan, 1958) has indicated that the loss of iron by
alloyinq in the thin platinum foil used as containers for the samples dur-
ing the equil ibrium runs is negligible as long as the partial pressure of 02
of the gas phase is as high as that of air. Furthermore, the platinum
crucibles used for pre-melting the starting mixtures in the more reducing
atmosphere of the gas-air combustion furnace were saturated with iron
under the conditions prevail ing in this furnace through repeated previous
use.

Rnsurrs

Results of quenching experiments are summarized in Table I and
il lustrated graphically in Fig. 2. Two diagrams are used in this figure in
order to show the phase relations as clearly as possible. The upper dia-
gram has the appearance of a binary system with FeO.FerOr and TiOz
chosen as components. Stabil ity ranges of the various phases as a func-
tion of temperature can be read directly off this diagram. However, be-
cause the FeO/Fe2O3 ratios in all phases present are not equal to 1:1
(molar basis) as in FeO.Fe2O3, true compositions of condensed phases
cannot be represented in terms of the two chosen components. The
supplementary triangular diagram FeO-FegOe-TiOr in the lower half of
the figure is presented in order to show true compositions of condensed
phases. Because of the restrictions imposed by structural requirements,
the crystalline phase compositions will vary essentially along parts of
straight l ines in this diagram, corresponding to binary solid solution
series. There are three such series in the system FeO-FezOa-TiOz, indi-
cated by l ight straight l ines in Fig. 2. One is the magnetite-ulvospinel
(FeO.FezO3-2FeO.TiOz) series of solid solution crystals with spinel
structure, the second is the series between hematite (FezOa) and ilmenite
(FeO.TiOr) with hexagonal a-R2O3 structure, and the third is the series
with pseudobrookite structure between the composition points Fe2O3
.TiOz and FeO 2TiO2.*

* In order to obtain experimently compositions throughout these solid solution series,
one has to either vary the Oz partial pressure over wide limits or work 'lvith sealed contain-
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Temp. of

Quench-
ing Run
( c )

Phases Present*

Temp
of

Run
for

Anal.
( c1

Initial Comp Comp. after Equil.
(Wt. %) (Wt.%) (by analysis)

FerOr TiOz FeO FezOr TiOz

1555 Magn.(ss)
1515 Magn.(ss)
1477 Magn.(ss)fHem.(ss)

155.5 Magn.(ss)fl,iq
1515 Magn(ss)fHem.(ss)
1477 Magn.(ss)tHem.(ss)

l57l Liq.
1531 Magn.(ss)fl,iq. (tr.)
1520 Magn.(ss)fHem.(ss) (tr.)
1469 Magn.(ss){Hem.(ss)
l44l Magn.(ss){Hem.(ss)
1420 Hem.(ss)

1562 Liq.
1554 Magn.(ss) ([r .)  +Liq.
1551 Magn (ss) (tr.) +Liq.
1547 Magn.(ss) (tr .)  *Liq.
1502 Magn.(ss)fHem.(ss)

1547 Liq.
1542 Magn.(ss)*Liq.
1524 Magn (ss)fl,iq
1516 Magn.(ss)fHem.(ss)
1504 Magn.(ss)fHem.(ss)
1468 Magn.(ss) (tr.)+Hem.(ss)
1463 Hem.(ss)

1529 Magn.(ss) (tr.) +Liq.
1502 Magn.(ss) (tr.) fHem (ss)
1470 Hem.(ss)
1441 Hem.(ss)

1529 Liq.
1520 Hem.(ss){Liq. (tr )
l5O2 Hem.(ss)
l47O Hem.(ss)
1441 Hem.(ss)

1 ,565 95 2 5 . 5  6 9 . 5  5 . 0

1 ,530 88  12 23 .6  64 .+  12 .O

99

97

93

1 090

* Abbreviations used in this and succeeding tables have the foilorving meanings: Liq.
: liquid; Magn. (ss) : crystals of magnetite solid solution; Hem. (ss) : qly5tals of hematite

solid solution; P. Brook.(ss):crystals of pseudobrookite solid solution; Rut.(ss):6ry51615

of rutile solid solution: tr.:trace.



Trslr I (continueil)

Temp. of
Temp.

of Initial Comp. Comp. after Equil.

9"":tn phases present* Rtn (wt. 7d (v't.Vd fty anatvsis)
ing Run
( c )

ror
Anal. Fe:Or TiOz FeO FezO: TiOr
(c ")

1534 Liq. 85 15
1527 Liq.
1520 Hem.(ss) (tr.) +Liq.
1511 Hem.(ss)f l- iq.
1508 Hem.(ss)
1470 Hem.(ss)
lMl Hem.(ss)

1513 L iq .  1 ,518 80  20  21  .5  58 .5  2O.0
1511 Hem.(ss) (tr.) +Liq.
1494 Hem.(ss)fl,iq. (tr.)
1486 Hem.(ss)fP.Brook.(ss)
1470 Hem.(ss)*P. Brook.(ss)
l44l Hem.(ss)fP. Brook.(ss)

1500 Liq. 75 25
1496 Hem.(ss)fl-iq.
1492 Hem.(ss)*P. Brook.(ss)
1470 Hem.(ss)fP. Brook.(ss)

1523 Liq. 1,530 70 30 18.3 5I.7 30.0
1520 P. Brook.fliq.
1498 P. Brook.fl,iq.
1492 Hem.(ss)fP. Brook.(ss)

1545 Liq. 1,545 65 35 20.4 M.6 35.0
1531 P.Brook.(ss)*Liq.
1495 P. Brook.(ss)fl,iq. (tr.)
1492 P. Brook.(ss)*Hem.(ss) (tr.)
1396 P. Brook.(ss)fHem.(ss)

1549 Liq. 62 38
1534 P. Brook.(ss)fl,iq.
1524 P. Brook.(ss)fl,iq.
1504 P. Brook.(ss)-|I,iq. (tr.)
1502 P. Brook.(ss)
1486 P. Brook.(ss)
l4l3 P. Brook.(ss)

15s5 Liq. 57.5 42.5
1547 P.Brook.(ss)fl,iq.
1542 P. Brook.(ss)*Liq. (tr.)
1531 P. Brook.(ss)
1492 P. Brook.(ss)

1551 Liq. 57.L 42.9
1547 P. Brook.(ss) (tr.) +Liq.
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Temp. of

Quench-
ing Run
( c ' )

Phases Present*

Temp.
of

Run
for

Anal.
( c )

Initial Comp. Comp. after Equil
(Wt. %) (Wt.%) (b)'analysis)

I.erOr TiOr FeO l-e)Or TiOz

1542 P. Brook.(ss)*Liq.
1537 P. Brook.(ss)fl,iq.
1528 P. Brook.(ss)
1492 P. Brook.(ss)
1400 P. Brook.(ss)

1553 Liq.
1542 P. Brook.(ss)
1492 P. Brook.(ss)
1400 P. Brook.(ss)

1556 Liq.
1546 P. Brook.(ss) (tr.) +Liq
1542 P. Brook.(ss)fl,iq.
1534 P. Brook.(ss)f Liq. (r.)
1492 P. Brook.(ss)
1400 P. Brook.(ss)

1556 Liq.

1  .555  56 .0  44 .0  2 t  . 3  34 .7  M .O

54.0  46 .0

1 ,560 19 .7 33 .3 47 .0

r8.7 29.3 52.0

1549 P. Brook.(ss)fl,iq.
1531 P. Brook.(ss)fl,iq. (tr.)
1527 P. Brook.(ss)
1400 P. Brook.(ss)

1549 Liq.
1543 Liq.
1534 P.Brook.(ss)f l- iq.
1516 P. Brook.(ss)f l- iq.
1503 P.Brook.(ss)*Rut.(ss)
1492 P. Brook.(ss) iRut.(ss)
1400 P. Brook.(ss)fRut.(ss)

1540 P. Brook.(ss) (tr .)+Liq. 1,545
1518 P. Brook.(ss)f l , iq. ( tr .)
1490 P. Brook.(ss) {Rut.(ss)
1400 P. Brook.(ss) *Rut.(ss)

1.534 Liq.
1525 Liq.
1520 P. Brook.(ss)fl.iq.
1517 P.Brook.(ss)fRut.(ss)fl,iq. (tr.)
1511 P.Brook.(ss)fRut.(ss)

1552 Liq. 1,555
1542 Liq.
1534 Rut.(ss) (tr.) fl-iq.
1517 Rut.(ss)f l , iq.

50

42

16 .3  23 .7  60 .0



T,rnr.a I (eontinued)

Temp of
Temp.

of Initial Comp Comp. after Equil.

9"":.n phases present* Run (Id/r.7; (wt.%) (by analysis)
rng J(un lor
( c ) Anal FerOr TiOz FeO Fe:Or TiOz

( c ' )

1510 Rut.(ss)fP. Brook.(ss)

1552 Rut.(ss) (tr .)+Liq.

1552 Rut.(ss) (tr .)  +Liq.
1529 Rut.(ss)fl-iq.
1516 Rut.(ss)*P. Brook.(ss)
1511 Rut.(ss)*P. Brook.(ss)

1520 Rut.(ss)fl,iq.
1503 Rut.(ss)fP. Brook.(ss)

1520 Rut.(ss)fl,iq
1503 Rut.(ss)fP. Brook.(ss)

1520 Rut.(ss)*Liq.
1503 Rut.(ss)fP. Brook.(ss)
1470 Rut.(ss)fP. Brook.(ss)
l42O Rut.(ss)fP. Brook.(ss)

1543 Rut.(ss).fl,iq.
1538 Rut.(ss) +Liq. (tr.)
1510 Rut.(ss)
1469 Rut.(ss)
1420 Rut.(ss)fP. Brook.(ss) (tr.)

1543 Rut.(ss){Liq. (tr.)
1510 Rut.(ss)
1470 Rut.(ss)
1420 Rut.(ss)

1543 Rut.(ss)
1509 Rut. (ss)
1470 Rut.(ss)
1420 Rut.(ss)

1543 Rut.(ss)
1505 Rut.(ss)
1473 Rut.(ss)
1420 Rut.(ss)

1543 Rut.(ss)
1420 Rut.(ss)

1543 Rut.
1500 Rut.
1420 Rut.

39 .5  61 .  s

37 .0  63 .0

20.0 80.0

17  .5  82  .5

1 5 . 0  8 5 . 0

1 3  0  8 7 . 0

10 90

3 9 7

0 100
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In contrast to these compositional variations of crystall ine phases

along essentially straight l ines, the composition of the l iquid at l iquidus
temperatures varies along the irregularly shaped dash curve in the lower
diagram of Fig. 2. Light solid and dashed lines are conjugation l ines con-
necting points representing approximate compositions of l iquid and
crystall ine phases coexisting in equil ibrium. In order to represent com-
positions in the upper "binary" diagram in terms of the chosen com-
ponents FeO.FerO: and TiOz, a method must be adopted for projecting
true compositions represented by points in the ternary system on to this
join. In accordance with previous practice (X{uan and Gee, 1956; X'Iuan,
1958, Phil i ips and \Iuan, 1958) we have projected all compositions along
straight l ines originating at the O corner of the triangle representing the
Fe-Ti-O system. These straight l ines are the "oxygen reaction l ines"
representing changes in total composition of condensed phases of mix-
tures as these react rvith oxygen of the atmosphere. For purposes of
i l lustration consider the spinel phases designared respectively by a" and

f" inthe upper diagram (Fig.2). Points o" andf" can be located on the
lower diagram by the intersections of the dash-dot curves with the
FeO.FezOa-TiOr join. Proper projection of these points along the appro-
priate "oxygen reaction l ines," which are very nearly parallel to the
FezO:]-FeO side of the composition triangle, allows estimation of the true
compositions of the corresponding spinel phases. Point a" is found to be
the composition shown by the open circle at FeO'Fe2O3, while the point
corresponding Lo I" I ies further along the spinel solid solution join. The
composition of the crystali ine phases represented at the points 8", c"
and d" of the upper diagram can be obtained by analogous methods.

The most notable features of the diagrams are as follows: Liquidus
temperatures decrease as the first amounts of TiOz are added to iron
oxide, from 1594" C. for pure iron oxide (Darken and Gurry, 1946) to
1524" C. in a mixture containing 12 wt"./s TiOz, with magnetite (ss) as
the primary crystall ine phase in this composition range. Hematite (-"s)
is the primary crystalline phase in the composition range 12-27 wt./6
TiOz, with l iquidus temperatures decreasing from 1524 to 1493" C. A
liquid of the latter TiOz content is in equii ibrium with hematite (ss) as
well as pseudobrookite (ss) at what appears as a eutectic situation at
1493' C. This is in reality a univariant situation corresponding to the
intersection between the 0.21 atm. Or isobar and a ternary univariant
l ine in the system FeO-FezOg-TiOz along which two crystall ine phases
coexist in equil ibrium with a l iquid and a gas phase. However, the exist-
ing degree of freedom has been "used up" in our choosing the Oz partial
pressure as that of air. As more TiOz is added to the mixtures, pseudo-
brookite is the primary crystalline phase, and liquidus temperatures
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Frc. 2. Diagrams presented in order to show phase reiations in the system iron oxide-
TiOz in air. The upper half of the figure is a diagram with the appearance of a binary
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increase. The liquidus curve goes through a maximum at approximately
1550' C. and 45 wt./e TiO2, and subsequently decreases to another "eu-
tectic," characterized by the coexistence at 1515' C. of the phases pseuclo-

brookite (ss), rutile (ss) , a liquid containing 58 wt.l6 TiO2, and gas of

02 partial pressure equal to 0.21 atm. With ruti le as the primary crystal-
l ine phase,  I iqu idus temperatures increase rapid ly  as the TiOz content  is

increased above 58 wt./6, reaching a maximum of approximately
1830' C. for the pure TiO2 end member (the latter based on data sum-

mar ized by DeVr ies and Roy,  1954).
The most notable feature of the subsolidus phase relations is the

marked influence of TiOr on the equilibrium decomposition temperature

of the sesquioxide (a-R:O3) structure of hematite to the spinel structure

of magnetite. This decomposition temperature in air goes up from

1390' C. for the pure iron oxide end member to a maximum of 1524' C.

as TiOr is added.
A summary of "invariant" situations in the system iron oxide-TiOz in

air is presented in Table II, and *-ray diffraction data for pseudobrookite

and ruti le are l isted in Table III.

DrscussroN

One of the most interesting observations made in this investigation is

that of the very strong stabilizing influence of TiOz on the hexagonal

a-RzOg structure of hematite relative to the spinel structure of magnetite.

The addition of as little as lO wt./6 TiOz to iron oxide raises the tempera-

ture of the hematite to magnetite decomposition from 1390' C. to 1524"

C. in air. This observation is important for an understanding of stabil ity
relations existing among iron oxide-Tior minerals and may also have

some important implications in technology. The change back and lorth

from one of these structures to the other in response to changes in tem-
perature or 02 partial pressure or both has been recognized in recent

system, showing the phases present as a function of temperature. Heavy lines are boundarl'

curves. Solid dots, open circles and crosses represent experimentally determined points on

liquidus, solidus and subsolidus boundary curves, respectively, based on data contained in

Table I. The lower, triangular diagram shows compositions of crystalline and liquid phases'

The heavy dash curve a b c d' e represents compositions of liquids along the liquidus

surface in air. Crystalline phases have compositions approximately represented by parts

of the joins FeO'Fe:Or2FeO.TiOr, FerOrFeO.TiO2 and Fe2O3'TiOrFeO'2TiOz. Solid

circles represent compositions of liquids as determined by chemical analysis. Light solid

and dash lines are approximate locations of conjugation lines connecting points representing

compositions of Iiquid and crystalline phases existing together in equilibrium in air. Light

dash-dot and dash-double dot lines are auxiliary construction lines as explained in the

text.
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TAsr,n II. Suuuanv oF '.INVARTANT"* SrruarroNs rN nrn Sysrnu
Inox Oxron-TrOz rN Arn

Conrp. of Liquid (Wt. /6)
Phases Present Temperature

FeO FezOs TiO: f C)

Magn.f l iq. 27 73 0 1,594
Magn.f Hem. 27 73 0 1,390
Magn.(ss)fHem (ss)*Liq. 23 65 12 1,524
Hem.(ss)f P. Brook.(ss){Liq. 18 55 27 1,493
P. Brook.(ss)f l , iq. 20 35 45 1,550
P. Brook.(ss)fRut.(ss)f l , iq. 16 26 58 1,515
Rut.f l iq. 0 0 100 1,830

* The phase assemblages listed in reality represent univariant situations'in the ternary
system Fe-Ti-O. Horvever, the existing degree of freedom has been "used up" in choosing
the O2 partial pressure of the gas phase, and hence the situations may be considered
"invariant.t'

years as an important cause of damage to refractories used in steelmak-
ing furnaces (see for instance a paper by Osborn, 1956). The stabil ization
of the hematite structure relative to that of magnetite, caused by TiO2,
may be advantageous or disadvantageous as far as refractories behavior

Ta,sr-a III. Powonn X-nav DrllnecrroN DATA lon Psnuoo-
BRooKrrE eNo Rurtr,r Fe Ko RanratroN

Pseudobrookite Rutile

(57.1 Wt. /6kon Oxide, 42.9 Wt. Vo't io,) (TiOz)

d-Spacing Intensi ty+ d-Spacing Intensi ty*

4 . 9 2
3 . 4 9
2 . 7 5
2 . 4 6
2 . 4 1
2 . 2 3
2 . 2 0
1 . 9 7
r . 8 7
r . 7 6
1 . 6 7
1 . 6 4
I . J J

w
S
S
w
W
w
w
M
M
w
w
w
w

3 . 2 5
2 . 4 9

2 . 1 9
1 . 6 9
1  . 6 3

S
w

W
\'I
x{

* Abbrevialions used have the following meanings: S: strong; M: medium; W: weak
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HEMATITE (SS)

Frr Ot

Frc. 3. Sketch presented in order to show approximate stability relations among

sesquioxide and spinel phases in system iron oxide-TiOz at an Oz partial pressure of 10-2

atm.

is concerned. depending on the conditions under which the refractory is

being used. Consider for instance first a situation in which an iron oxide-

containing refractory body exposed to air is subject to temperature varia-

tions in the interval 1300 1500' C. If pure iron oxide is present, a phase

change from hematite to magnetite or reverse wil l tend to make place

every time the temperature cycle passes through 1390' C. If on the other

hand the iron oxide phase contains 10 wt./6 TiOz, the hexagonal hema-

tite (ss) phase is stable up to 1524o C. in air, and no phase changes wil l

take place in the temperature interval 1300-1500' C. As Or partial pres-

sure is reduced, the magnetite (ss) phases wii l increase its stabil ity range

relative to that of hematite (ss). This corresponds to a dispiacement of

the two-phase area spinel  (ss) fhemat i te  (ss)  in  F ig.2 toward lower

temperatures as Oz partial pressure is decreased. Although quantitative

data are not yet available for the system iron oxide-titanium oxide at

lower levels of Oz partial pressures, data for iron oxide permits an esti-

mate of the relations to be expected. The sketch in Fie. 3 i l lustrates the

WT. t TlO2
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situation that may be inferred to prevail where magnetite and hematite
coexist at an Oz partial pressure of approximately 10-2 atm. Considering
the same temperature range as mentioned above, namely 1300 1500' C.,
pure iron oxide now remains as the single phase magnetite throughout
this range, whereas iron oxide containing I0 wt./e TiO2 begins to trans-
form from a-Rzoa to spinel at 1380o C. Hence at this level of Oz partial
pressure (10-' atm.) the presence of TiOz may result in damaging phase
transformations that did not occur in the presence of pure iron oxide as a
constituent of the refractory body.

fn contrast to this stabil ization by TiO2 of the hematite phase, which
contains essentially all iron as Fe8+, TiOz added to l iquid iron oxide
stabil izes Fe2+ relative to Fe3+. This can be seen by an inspection of the
Iower half of Fig. 2. The heavy dash curve represents compositions of
liquids along the liquidus surface, hence temperature is a variable in addi-
tion to composition. Because the decomposition of oxide of Fe3+ to the
oxide of Fe2+ is a strongly endothermic reaction, Fe3+ is stabil ized rela-
tive to Fe2+ as temperature as decreased, provided 02 partial pressure and
total composition in terms of ratio TiOz to total iron oxide remain con-
stant. The stabilizing effect of TiO2 on Fe2+ becomes apparent by follow-
ing the curve d b c d ein Fig. 2 from point o on the iron oxide join toward
e as TiOz content increases. The first part of this curve (ab c) is pointing
approximately toward the TiO, corner of the diagram; such a straight
line corresponds to constanf f'sz+/I'sa+ ratios of the liquids. This situation
arises because the compositional efiect of TiOz shifting the equilibrium
towards Fe2+, is balanced by an equal effect in the opposite direction of
the decrease in liquidus temperature as TiOz is added to iron oxide (see
upper part of Fig.2). As the TiOz content reaches approximately 27
wt./6,liquidus temperatures start rising rapidly (see upper half of Fig.
2). This causes a discontinuity in the slope of the isobaric curve at c, the
curve c-d bending sharply to the right. The rapid increase i1 psz+/ps3+

ratio of liquids with increasing TiOr content at point c is the combined re-
sult of increasing liquidus temperature and the compositional efiect of
TiOz on the equilibrium. As the TiOr content approaches that of the
maximum on the liquidus curve (see upper half of Fig. 2) , the effect of
temperature dies out, and as the liquidus temperatures decrease with
further increase in TiOz content, the Oz isobar swings back towards point
d. Here the TiOz content is that of the pseudobrookite-ruti le "eutectic,"
and further increase in TiOz content causes a very sharp increase in
liquidus temperatures. Hence a discontinuity in the slope of the Or isobar
occurs at point d, the curve bending sharply to the right as TiOr content
increases beyond this point.

The binary joins between the composition points of the stoichiometric
end members have been taken to represent compositions of solid solution
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crystals in the three series magnetite-ulvospinel (FeO'FezOr2FeO
. TiOr), hematite-i lmenite (FezOr-FeO' TiOz) and pseudobrookite (FezOr
'TiOrFeO'2TiOt in the lower half of Fig.2. This is an approximation

made for the purpose of plotting approximately the conjugation l ines

giving relations between compositions of crystalline and liquid phases ex-

isting together in equil ibrium. In the case of the magnetite-ulvospinel

solid solution, data are available to indicate that this spinel phase con-

tains less Fe2+ than corresponding to the stoichiometric ratio (Darken

and Gurry, 1946; Chevall ier and Gerard, 1950). Compositions of only two

crystall ine phases, one from the hematite solid solution and one from the

pseudobrookite solid solution field, were determined by chemical analysis

in the present investigation. The observed compositions fall reasonably

close to the expected joins. In the case of ruti le which has dissolved some

iron oxide in its structure, the mechanism of substitution is not well

known. \\ 'ork on the system FeO-TiOz (to be published) has indicated

that both Fe2+ and Fe3+ ions can be accommodated by the ruti le lattice'

Therefore, conjugation l ines in the region where ruti le (ss) is the primary

crystall ine phase have been drawn to the FeO'FezO3-TiO2 join.

Suuuanv

Phase equil ibria in the system iron oxide-TiOz in air (?or:0.21 atm.)

have been studied by the quenching technique.
The relations are represented by a projection into the join FeO'FezOa-

TiOz of compositions actually located in the ternary system FeO-FezOa-

TiOz. Points of intersection between the 0.21 atm' Oz isobar along the

liquidus surface and liquidus univariant lines in the ternary system look

like eutectic and peritectic points in the apparently binary diagram which

results. The main features of the diagram as well as temperatures and

phase assemblages at the "invariant" situations are summarized as fol-

lows: Hematite is the stable phase of pure iron oxide up to 1390' C. At

this temperature hematite and magnetite coexist in equilibrium in air,

while magnetite is the stable phase from this temperature up to the liq-

uidus temperature of 1594o C. N'Iagnetite (ss) is the primary crystalline
phase in the composition range 0-12 wt./6 TiO:, with liquidus tempera-

tures decreasing to a minimum of 1524' C. At the latter temperature a

"peritectic" situation exists with the following phases present together

in equil ibrium: Spinel (ss), hematite (ss), I iquid, gas (1e,:0.2t atm.).

Hematite (ss) is the primary crystalline phase in the composition range

12-27 wt./6 TiOr. At 1493' C. a "eutectic" situation prevails, character-

izedby the coexistence in equil ibrium of hematite (ss), pseudobrookite
(ss) , l iquid and gas (?or:0.2I atm.). Pseudobrookite (ss) is the primary

crystall ine phase in mixtures between 27 and 58 wt.o/6 TiOz, with the

liquidus temperature reaching a maximum of 1550' C. at 45 wt.To TiOz.
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Pseudobrookite (ss), ruti le (ss), a l iquid containing 58 wt.o/s TiOz and
gas exist together in equil ibrium at 1515" c. in another "eutectic" situa-
tion. Rutile (ss) is the stable phase in mixtures containing more than 58
wt./6 TiO2, with l iquidus temperatures increasing from 1515. C. to the
melting point of pure TiO2, approximately 1830. C.

The most significant result of the studies made at subsolidus tempera-
tures is the marked stabil ization of the hematite structure reiative to
that of magnetite as Tior is added to iron oxicle, the equil ibrium tempera-
ture in air increasing from 1390" c. for the pure iron oxide end member
to a maximum of 1524o C. In the l iquid, TiOz stabil izes Fe2+ relative to
Fe3+.
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